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Examination of cluster production in excited light systems at Fermi energies from new experimental
data and comparison with transport model calculations
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Four different reactions, 32S + 12C and 20Ne + 12C at 25 and 50 MeV/nucleon, have been measured with
the FAZIA detector capable of full isotopic identification of most forward emitted reaction products. Fragment
multiplicities, angular distributions and energy spectra have been measured and compared with Monte Carlo
simulations, i.e., the antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) and the heavy-ion phase space exploration
(HIPSE) models. These models are combined with two different afterburner codes (HF� and SIMON) to describe
the decay of the excited primary fragments. In the case of AMD, the effect of including the clustering and
interclustering processes to form bound particles and fragments is discussed. A clear confirmation of the role of
the cluster aggregation in the reaction dynamics and particle production for these light systems, for which the
importance of the clustering process increases with bombarding energy, is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Fermi energy regime (20–100 MeV/nucleon), a
wide range of phenomena take place that are governed by the
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competition of the nuclear mean field and the increasing role
of nucleon-nucleon collisions. The associated phenomenol-
ogy is very broad and includes many open channels in both
peripheral and central reactions. Therefore, it is quite a chal-
lenge to develop models that accurately describe the entire
range of the Fermi energies and impact parameter. Moreover,
the inclusion of clustering effects and their influence on nu-
clear dynamics is still one of the open questions in nuclear
physics [1–7]. Indeed, there is ample evidence that clustering
degrees of freedom play an important role in nuclear reactions
[8–14]. In experiments, fragments and clusters are abundantly
produced in various reactions, such as in the neck or midve-
locity component of dissipative binary reactions, in central
collisions during the expansion phase of the system, and/or
in semiperipheral collisions where the excited quasiprojectile
(henceforth referred to as QP) fragment breaks into smaller
pieces [15–18]. In most of these cases, only a small percentage
(≈10% at low energies and ≈30% above 100 MeV/nucleon)
of the total protons in the system are emitted as isolated
particles. The various types of nuclear reactions represent
an important tool to study cluster effects, and, conversely,
the cluster production is needed to interpret the reaction
mechanisms, especially when lighter systems (Atot < 50) are
involved, such as those of this paper.

While experimental data for light systems are abundant
in the Coulomb barrier energy region [8–11,19,20], data in
the Fermi energy region are rather sparse, either collected
in the systematics of fusion [21] (thus basically oriented to
central collisions) or published in studies on more peripheral
collisions as in [22–24].

The interest in light ion reactions at Fermi energy and
beyond has also been renewed due to hadron therapy, where
the physical dose deposition is significantly affected by the
inelastic interactions and fragmentation of ions along the pen-
etration path in human tissues. In these cases, the ability of
appropriate Monte Carlo codes to reproduce the differential
yield of charged fragments is fundamental for treatment plan-
ning [25–27].

Many models have been developed to describe the pro-
cesses involved in the collision of heavy ions and observed
in experimental data (see Refs. [2,28] for detailed reviews).
Among these, microscopic transport models such as the anti-
symmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) model of Ono et al.
[29–31] have achieved great success in describing many nu-
clear reaction phenomena for intermediate energy heavy-ion
collisions [32–39]. As shown in previous works [12–14], the
nucleon or complex particle correlations to aggregate together
have a significant impact on the overall collision dynamics,
for the formation of both light clusters and intermediate-mass
fragments (IMFs).1 The latest version of AMD can handle
these particle correlations in a stochastic way [2,36,40,41]
incorporating these effects in a well based theoretical frame-
work.

This paper investigates the role of clusters through a com-
parison among a set of new experimental data obtained with
the FAZIA apparatus [42] and model calculations, and verifies

1Here IMF refers to fragments from lithium to boron.

the importance of clustering in collisions of two light N = Z
nuclei. We examine the effects of clustering in the 32S + 12C
and 20Ne + 12C reactions at 25 and 50 MeV/nucleon using
two different versions of the AMD model: one version of
AMD without cluster correlations and one including them. So
far, this type of study has been performed mainly on C+C
systems [12–14], and this paper represents a further test for
these calculations extended to heavier systems.

As an additional benchmark, we use our new data for a
comparison with the predictions of the heavy-ion space explo-
ration (HIPSE) event generator [43]. HIPSE is a model meant
to reproduce several features of Fermi energy reactions and in
particular the preequilibrium and fast emission at midveloci-
ties; indeed it takes into account nucleon-nucleon collisions as
a crucial ingredient, assumed to occur with a probability to be
tuned through comparison with experimental data. Although
HIPSE treats nucleon collisions in a simplified manner, it also
includes the formation of clusters which is relevant for the
present case. The HIPSE generator has demonstrated to be
a relatively fast and reliable reaction simulator from light to
heavy systems [26,44], therefore it will be also compared with
the new present FAZIA data.

The article is organized as follows. Section II describes
the experimental apparatus and the data acquisition. Then, in
Sec. III, the main features of the Monte Carlo models are
discussed. Section IV reports the experimental results and
the model predictions and discusses them starting from the
general reaction characteristics and inclusive observables then
focusing on more exclusive quantities. Conclusions are drawn
in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In this experiment, labeled as FAZIA-Cor hereafter, the
setup consisted of four blocks of the FAZIA array. Here, we
briefly describe the main features and operating principles of
the FAZIA detectors; these detectors are described in more
detail in their parts and/or in their entirety in Refs. [42,45–
54]. The FAZIA-Cor experiment was performed with pulsed
beams of 32S and 20Ne at 25 and 50 MeV/nucleon delivered
by the superconducting cyclotron of INFN-LNS at typical
currents of about 109 pps. The beams impinged on an en-
riched 12C target with a thickness of 240 μg/cm2. Data were
collected using the four FAZIA blocks arranged in a wall con-
figuration around the beam axis, covering polar angles from
about 2°to 8° (see Fig. 1) and located 80 cm from the target.
Each block includes 16 three-layer telescopes [silicon-silicon-
CsI(Tl)], for a total of 64 telescopes. This design allows for
both �E − E and pulse shape analysis (PSA) methods for
charged particle identification.

Each telescope covers a 2 × 2 cm2 active area, with the
thickness of the different layers being 300 µm (Si1), 300
or 500 µm (Si2), and 10 cm [CsI(Tl)]. They are directly
coupled to custom front-end electronics cards, featuring the
preamplifiers and the fast digital sampling stages. The whole
electronics assembly is mounted near the telescopes, as part of
the block, and operates under vacuum. The FAZIA telescopes
allow for the identification of charge and mass up to Z ≈ 25
using the �E − E technique [50], and up to Z ≈ 20 via pulse
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FIG. 1. Polar view of the four FAZIA blocks in the geometry of
the experiment. The beam axis passes through the center. The small
detector close to the the center represents a beam monitor telescope.
Within the precision of the drawing the geometrical square shape of
the detectors is not deformed in the polar representation taking into
account the very forward angles.

shape analysis in the silicon detectors for fragments stopped
in the first layer, with identification energy thresholds that
depend on the ion charge [49].

Data were stored on disk with a global trigger condition of
the hit multiplicity M � 2 to suppress the high rate of elastic
events, especially in the innermost detectors. This means that
single-particle events (which could be frequent due to the
reduced angular coverage) are largely discarded and are only
detected if they are accompanied by spurious (e.g., noise)
signals exceeding the acquisition threshold. Therefore, for
a consistent comparison, both experimental data and model
results are shown in the following only for events with a
multiplicity M � 2 of well identified particles. The overall
statistics is around 5 × 107 for each system.

III. MODEL FRAMEWORK

In the following, we give a short overview of the model
framework adopted in this paper to interpret and discuss the
experimental results. It is a common practice at Fermi energies
to assume a two-stage reaction process to describe the produc-
tion of nuclear species. In the first phase of the simulation, the
projectile and the target interact, leading to the formation of
one or more excited primary fragments. This represents the
dynamical phase of the reaction which is extended well after
the projectile-target separation, allowing one to take into ac-
count also the fast (dynamical) emission of particles or small
clusters from nonthermalized fragments. After a reasonably
long time, when the nuclear interaction between target and
projectile is assumed to be negligible, the statistical model
(afterburner phase) describing the fragments’ decay towards
their ground state is switched on. While the statistical deex-
citation is relatively well understood and generally modeled
using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [55], many approaches
are still being pursued for the dynamical phase depending, for
example, on the level of physics details which one wants to

study. Here, our main model is the antisymmetrized molecular
dynamics (AMD) model, that aims at a microscopic descrip-
tion of nuclear reactions in terms of effective interactions and
that can be thus used to constrain the nuclear equation of state
(nEoS). For this reason we summarize below the essential
ingredients of the AMD while we refer the reader to a more
detailed presentation of the model in Refs. [29–31,36,40].

AMD implements the time evolution of a multinucleon
system which originates from two boosted nuclei in their
ground state (projectile and target, with total mass number
Atot ). At each time step, the state of the system is determined
by a single Slater determinant of Gaussian wave packets for
the Atot nucleons [29,30]. The interaction describing the mean
field in the AMD version used in this work is implemented
via an effective Skyrme SLy4 force, with Ksat = 230 MeV
for the incompressibility modulus of the nuclear matter and
with S0 = 32 MeV and Lsym = 46 MeV for the symmetry
energy parameters2 [56], called the asy-soft parametrization.
The code also includes a variant of this force corresponding
to an asy-stiff nEoS with S0 = 32 MeV and Lsym = 108 MeV
[57]. The latter parametrization is slightly better in reproduc-
ing experimental data for medium-heavy mass reactions at
Fermi energies [32,33,39,58]. In the reactions studied here,
the sensitivity to the nEoS asy-stiffness is expected to be
weak; in fact, the interacting nuclei are autoconjugate and
the possible exploration of subsaturation densities is hin-
dered by the reduced system size. Therefore we opted for
the original SLy4 parametrization that provides a better re-
production of the binding energies in this light nuclei region
and thus gives a more reliable excitation energy as input
for the afterburner. In addition to the mean field, residual
interactions must also be taken into account, especially for en-
ergies higher than 10 MeV/nucleon. The residual interaction
was considered in AMD using stochastic nucleon-nucleon
(NN) collisions, since this effect goes beyond the mean-field
approximation with a single Slater determinant. The total
collision probability and the partial transition probabilities to
specific states are calculated based on the differential effective
cross section (δσ/δ�)NN of the two-nucleon scattering. The
transition probability also depends on the presence of the
nuclear medium (see [59]). In the current version of AMD,
the parametrization was adopted from [60], with the screening
parameter y = 0.85 as in [32,33,59] corresponding to a slight
in-medium reduction of the free NN cross section. The used
AMD version [36,40] allows for a good description of clus-
ter emission by considering nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-cluster,
and intercluster correlations. First, each of the scattered nucle-
ons is allowed to form a light cluster such as a deuteron, triton,
3He, or α particle through collisions. The collision probability
leading to a specific cluster configuration is implemented as
described in Refs. [41,57]. As a further coalescence step, light
clusters (with mass number A � 4) can form bound states

2The symmetry energy is expanded around ρ0 as Esym(ρ ) = S0 +
Lsym × (ρ−ρ0 )

3ρ0
+ O [(ρ−ρ0 )2]

9ρ2
0

; a model for the symmetry energy is de-

fined as stiff or soft depending on the value of the slope parameter
Lsym.
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corresponding to light nuclei such as Li and Be isotopes
(referred to here as IMFs) or beyond (up to around A ≈ 10).
This intercluster correlation is introduced as a stochastic pro-
cess and the residual relative momentum between clusters
is set to zero if moderately separated clusters are moving
away from each other with a small relative kinetic energy
(p2

rel/2μ < 10 MeV). When a cluster is created, the internal
state of the cluster is changed to its ground state wave func-
tion. We assume the nucleons to occupy the lowest level in a
harmonic oscillator potential, which is described by putting
the Gaussian wave packets at the same phase-space point
in AMD. For more details on the clusterization and inter-
clusterization processes see Sec. III of [39] where the same
implementation of the code has been used.

For our purposes, as done in the past [34,39], we verified
that the dynamical phase is completed at 500 fm/c after the
onset of the interaction, and the AMD calculations are stopped
at this point. We have simulated about 60 000 primary events
for the four systems, with the impact parameter ranging from
0 to 9 fm (i.e., up to about the grazing values) according to a
continuous sampling of a triangular distribution. The primary
events contain, as said before, various fragments that can be
excited right after the reaction (i.e., dynamical phase). To sim-
ulate the statistical deexcitation, these primary fragments were
treated with the Hauser-Feshbach light (HF�) code [11,61]
which then produces the final “cold” fragments as seen in
the detectors. The Monte Carlo HF� code was purposely
developed to study light excited nuclei. The evaporation of
light charged particles (LCPs, i.e., Z � 2) and IMFs (up to
Be) is treated within the Hauser-Feshbach theory [55] with
the transmission coefficients implemented as in Ref. [62].
For each AMD primary event, 1000 secondary statistical de-
cays were simulated with (HF�); therefore, approximately
6 × 107 events are available for each reaction system before
the apparatus filtering phase. By reducing the statistical event
multiplicator (from 1000 to 1), we have verified that this
procedure does not introduce significant biases for the observ-
ables investigated in the following analysis.

In this paper we also report some results obtained with a
second reaction model, which is the semiphenomenological
generator labeled HIPSE, successfully employed to predict
various observables for reactions at Fermi energies [35,44].
Also this model follows the two-phase scenario to describe
the nuclear reaction and in its dynamical part it also includes
a coalescence algorithm which is relevant for the present
purpose to investigate the cluster formation. We notice that
the test of HIPSE with respect to cluster production leads to
limited physical information on nuclear fundamental prop-
erties. However, we consider it valuable to present some
results of HIPSE for the present nuclear reactions, consider-
ing the relatively fast event production and the good overall
performance shown in previous papers [26,35,44], to which
we refer for further details on the model. To simulate the
statistical deexcitation, the primary fragments generated by
HIPSE were treated with the SIMON afterburner [63] which
is the standard evaporation code included in the software
package, also computing the Coulomb effects affecting the
asymptotic trajectories of fragments. We decided to adopt the
entire HIPSE+SIMON package as is, with the reaction pa-

FIG. 2. Experimental and model correlations, before (AMD-CC
4π ) and after the filter (AMD-CC), of ion charge vs parallel velocity
in the laboratory frame for the S + C reaction at 25 MeV/nucleon.
The red and black arrows indicate the center-of-mass and projectile
velocities, respectively. Counts are normalized to unity (i.e., total
number of events) for a better yield comparison.

rameters set at the values pertinent for the measured energies
and without attempting any further tuning of the evaporation
decay parameters. Overall, we have simulated with the HIPSE
package a total of 1.5 × 107 (secondary) events for each sys-
tem prior to the geometrical filtering phase following the same
prescription for the impact parameter distribution as in AMD.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of the comparison
between the model predictions and the experimental data.
First we focus on global reaction observables as a function
of the projectile and beam energy. These observables will be
compared with the predictions of both HIPSE and AMD in
the version including clusterization which performs the best.
Then we go into more details and we investigate the influence
of the clustering mechanism on various observables such as
the light fragment multiplicities. This investigation is done us-
ing the two versions of AMD, with and without clusterization,
that will be indicated as AMD-CC and AMD-NC, respec-
tively. The comparison is extended also to the predictions of
HIPSE that, as said before, implements the cluster formation
(through a coalescence algorithm) during the collision.

Before the comparison, the simulated data are filtered
through a software replica of the apparatus which takes into
account experimental conditions and effects such as the ge-
ometrical efficiency, the identification thresholds, and the
energy resolutions. Taking as an example the reaction S + C
at 25 MeV/nucleon, in Fig. 2, the correlations between the
charge (Z) and the longitudinal (Vz) velocity in the laboratory
reference frame for all particles are shown for the experi-
mental, AMD unfiltered (4π ), and AMD filtered data. By
comparing the simulations in 4π and after filtering we ob-
serve that the acceptance of the FAZIA modules does not
introduce major cuts on the whole phase-space except for
the low-Z , low-energy regions pertaining to the carbon target
region, as expected. Neutrons are not detected by the FAZIA
modules, which designed for charged particles. In particular
we observe that both the QP (black arrow) and the center-
of-mass (c.m., red arrow) regions are clearly accessible by
the apparatus. This occurs also thanks to the kinematical for-
ward focusing for reverse kinematics, which is even stronger
at 50 MeV/nucleon. Finally, we observe that the region of
quasielastic events focused in the peak around Z = 16 (in 4π )
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FIG. 3. Charge probability distributions for the four reactions
(indicated in each panel). Black points show the experimental data
while continuous lines represent the AMD-CC model and HIPSE
calculations, respectively.

is strongly suppressed due to the M � 2 trigger condition. The
small percentage of surviving Z = 16 events are those with a
high degree of energy dissipation through particle emission
from rather central events.

A. Charge and velocity distributions

In Figs. 3 and 4, the probability distributions of the charge
Z and of the longitudinal Vz velocity in the laboratory frame
(in this case, only for Z > 5), are shown respectively. The
model predictions (lines) are compared with the experimental
data (dots) for the four measured reactions.

Besides to the natural scaling with the projectile size, the
Z distributions evolve with increasing bombarding energy. At
50 MeV/nucleon the production of light species (namely
protons and the IMF region) is favored possibly due to two
concurrent effects: more violent dynamics at early reaction
phases can produce fast fragment emissions; moreover, more
dissipative collisions for mid-central events lead to more ex-
cited fragments with consequent longer secondary particle
evaporation chains.
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FIG. 4. Velocity probability distributions of Z > 5 fragments
along the beam axis in the laboratory reference frame for the four
reactions (indicated in each panel). Black points show the experimen-
tal data while continuous lines represent the AMD-CC model and
HIPSE calculations, respectively. Arrows indicate the center-of-mass
velocity (red) and beam velocity (black).

Both models perform rather well and reproduce the general
trend of the charge and velocity distributions. However, at a
closer look, differences emerge both in charge and in velocity
spectra. In order to quantitatively test the model performance,
we introduce a Pearson-like χ2 implemented as

χ2 =
∑

i

(
Y exp

i − Y mod
i

)2

Y exp
i

, (1)

where Y exp
i and Y mod

i are the values of the experimental and
simulated spectra in the ith bin, respectively. The χ2 values
represent the mean deviation of the model prediction with
respect to the experimental data used as the expectation value,
bin per bin. The obtained χ2 of each model are reported in the
panels of Figs. 3 and 4. Considering the charge spectra, AMD
performs better than HIPSE as signaled by χ2 values always
less than HIPSE. This is mainly due to the fact that HIPSE
tends to produce too large fragments, in particular close to the
region of the projectile charge.

AMD faithfully reproduces the charge distributions, es-
pecially at 25 MeV/nucleon; also the odd-even staggering
is predicted at the correct level. The LCP yields will be
discussed in detail in the following; we anticipate here that
both models overpredict hydrogen isotopes while underpre-
dicting helium particles, especially at 25 MeV/nucleon. This
abundant α production, not fully described by models, is a
characteristic of light N = Z systems where the underlying
α clustering may play an important role not only in the dy-
namical phase but also in the following statistical decay chain
[6,7,10,20,64].

The experimental Vz distributions of detected fragments
with Z > 5 (Fig. 4) also show a large change with bombarding
energy; at 25 MeV/nucleon there are two peaks, one slightly
below the projectile velocity and the other corresponding to
the c.m. velocity (these relevant velocities are marked with
arrows in the figure). The former peak is associated with
collisions where the Z > 5 fragments keep memory of the
projectile phase-space while the broader peak at c.m. veloc-
ity is ascribable to fusion-like processes where basically the
initial momentum is fully conserved by a compound system
located near the center of mass. This hot source then decays
towards lighter fragments; due to the small size of the C
target, the decay of a QP and the decay of a slightly heavier
fused system lead to similar fragment size, although with
different velocities. According to the fusion systematics [21]
at 25 MeV/nucleon one can expect a fraction of approxi-
mately 13% and 4% of fusion-like events, respectively, for
the S+C and Ne+C reactions. We want to remark that these
percentages are in a 4π configuration. These are not the ones
experimentally observed in Figs. 3 and 4 that are strongly af-
fected by the geometrical filter which cuts peripheral collision,
as shown also in Fig. 2. The depicted scenario is no longer
valid at 50 MeV/nucleon, where the Vz distribution presents
only one broad peak below the projectile velocity with a
long tail extending to values around (for neon) or even well
below (for sulfur) the c.m. velocity, signaling a smooth tran-
sition of events from semiperipheral to semicentral collisions
with a broad range of dissipated energy. The result is con-
sistent with the expected disappearance of fusion processes
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TABLE I. Event sorting based on the heavy fragment multiplicity (MHF ) for the two reactions. The experimental data (Expt.) are shown
together with both model predictions (HIPSE and AMD). The shown percentages are referred to the total number of events. Errors are the sum
of the statistical component and of the identification procedure (less than 1% for each presented value).

MHF = 0 (%) MHF = 1 (%) MHF � 2 (%)

Expt. HIPSE AMD-CC Expt. HIPSE AMD-CC Expt. HIPSE AMD-CC

25 MeV/nucleon Ne+C 58 45 45 42 55 55 <1 <1 <1
S+C 33 20 31 62 79 63 5 1 6

50 MeV/nucleon Ne+C 84 62 44 16 38 56 <1 <1 <1
S+C 54 44 30 44 55 66 2 <1 4

according to the systematics. As signaled by the χ2 values, at
25 MeV/nucleon HIPSE performs better than AMD basically
because AMD fails to produce the fusion-like hump around
the c.m. velocity; HIPSE in particular performs very well
for the Ne-induced reaction. Both models well describe the
disappearance of fusion-like events at 50 MeV/nucleon and
globally reproduce the velocity spectrum with similar success
(similar χ2).

To summarize both models have specific points of strength.
AMD describes better than HIPSE the charge distributions
but fails in populating the velocity regions close to the c.m.,
perhaps due to the underestimation of the cross section of
fusion-like reactions, better modeled by HIPSE. We underline
that also within AMD there is the possibility to somehow play
with parameters (such as the NN cross section or the wave-
packet widths) in order to improve the agreement with the
experimental observables. This tuning, however, is beyond the
scope of this work and has not been attempted; as mentioned,
in this work AMD has been run with the standard parameters
as already done for other heavier systems [33,34].

B. Fragment multiplicity and clustering

A global classification of the events can be performed also
on the basis of the heavy fragment (HF, defined as Z > 5)
multiplicity. The event sharing according to the HF multiplic-
ity is reported in Table I, for both experimental data and model
predictions.

In the experimental data, we observe a significant amount
of MHF = 0 events, increasing with the bombarding energy
and more abundant in the light Ne+C system. Various effects
contribute to this result. The trend with bombarding energy
can be affected by the increasing role of multifragmentation
channels which reduce the final production of ions of mass
equal to or heavier than carbon. Also, carbon ions (corre-
sponding an to arbitrary limit for the adjective “heavy”) are
surviving with larger probability in the heavier S+C system
than in Ne+C collisions.

Last but not least, the limited acceptance, which slightly
differs for the two systems, can have a role. In a comple-
mentary way, the cases with one HF increase with the system
size while they decrease with beam energy. The events with
MHF � 2 are minor for these systems also due to the limited
detector acceptance that plays an increasing role for manifold
events. However, this category of events strongly increases
with the system size; indeed, any kind of breakup from S-like

sources tends to produce two or more fragments with Z > 5
more frequently than in the case of Ne+C source.

On the model side, the partitioning is only partially re-
produced. Overall, there is an overproduction of MHF = 1
events in all reactions (25 and 50 MeV/nucleon) and the
correlated underestimation of zero-HF events for both HIPSE
and AMD. The only exception is represented by the S+C
system at 25 MeV/nucleon, where AMD is very close to the
experimental values (absolute differences within 2% for all
classes of events). For Ne+C at 25 MeV/nucleon, on the other
hand, the HIPSE and AMD values are very similar and differ
from the experimental values by 13% for both MHF = 0 and
1 in absolute terms. At 50 MeV/nucleon (see bottom rows
of Table I), the picture changes and the differences between
HIPSE and AMD are significant. Anyway, the inspection of
Table I suggests that both models struggle to reproduce the
experimental data: too many events with one large residue,
that survive the efficiency cuts, are produced. The result which
mainly stands out is that the percentages of MHF = 0 and
MHF = 1 for the AMD-CC calculations are virtually indepen-
dent of the bombarding energy for the two systems, whereas
HIPSE, though not reproducing the absolute values, follows
the trend of the experimental data. This could be partially
the consequence of the disappearance of the fusion-like yield
in HIPSE from 25 to 50 MeV/nucleon that is not the case
in AMD. This disappearance provokes a big change in the
4π yield of heavy fragments and so in the HF classes; in
AMD the fusion-like results seem to be always less and their
suppression with beam energy is therefore negligibly affecting
the event classes. We are aware that the sharing of “heavy”
fragment (larger than carbon) multiplicity is ruled not only
by the details in the fragment formation and deexcitation but
also by the reliable implementation of the apparatus filter. In
particular the class MHF = 0 (and in turn MHF = 1) is strongly
impacted by the filter; indeed this class is weakly populated
for Ne + C and almost empty for S + C in the 4π calculations
for both models.

A more detailed overview of the reactions can be obtained
also by comparing the average LCP and IMF multiplicities
and their ratio between the experimental data and model pre-
diction, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the absolute
values of multiplicities for the investigated reactions while
Fig. 6 is built forming the ratios of experimental and model-
predicted multiplicities. In the latter case, a black dashed line
is drawn to indicate full agreement between data and model
predictions. Data show the dominant emission of α particles,
expected in these light N = Z systems: on average, more than
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reactions. Black points represent the experimental data while red bars represent AMD+HF� with cluster formation, green bars are for
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drawn to guide the eye as an indicator with respect to the models’ results. The y errors are within the point dimension or are shown as
rectangular shapes surrounding the points. Errors are the sum of the statistical contribution and of the identification procedure.

one α particle is found in each collected event. We observe
that hydrogen particles and 3He are a factor 2–3 more often
produced for the higher energy reactions; a larger production
of fragments at 50 MeV/nucleon is seen also for Li and Be
isotopes.

If we consider the models we see that the very general
pattern is caught by both of them with also some details
(e.g., the larger yields at 50 MeV/nucleon, the production of
Li and Be larger in Ne+C than in S+C) being well repro-
duced. However, in absolute terms, for both models note the

overproduction of hydrogen isotopes (in particular protons at
low beam energy) and the underestimation of α emission, as
already mentioned with respect to Fig. 3, which reaches about
50% for HIPSE for the 25 MeV/nucleon collisions. For the
IMFs, we note that both models tend to underpredict their
production in all cases, especially at the higher bombarding
energy. A remarkable case is 8Li, which is underpredicted by
a factor of 10 by AMD and HIPSE. In general, however, AMD
performs better than HIPSE apart from some specific cases
(6He).
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drawn to guide the eye. The black dashed line indicates full agreement between data and model predictions.
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Now we investigate the effect of the clusterization process
in AMD by running the simulation turning off (AMD-NC) the
cluster option. The output of this calculation is also reported in
Figs. 5 and 6. We can clearly notice how the cluster option is in
general important for the heavier IMF production (see red and
green lines in Fig. 6) but it is crucial especially for the heavier
system: indeed, in S+C the inclusion of the cluster effects in
AMD can increase the IMF yields up to a factor of around
100 for the S+C reaction at 25 MeV/nucleon, much im-
proving the performance of the simulation. The system mass
dependence of clustering between the 20Ne and 32S beams is
clearly explained on the basis of total available mass. In the
second case 12 more nucleons are involved, increasing the NN
collision probability and therefore the cluster formation. Also,
as expected, the proton multiplicity decreases significantly by
turning on the clusterization process in every system, which is
naturally understood because nucleons are consumed to form
clusters.

C. Energy and angular distributions of LCPs

In Fig. 7 the comparison between experimental data and
model predictions for the energy distribution of LCPs in the
laboratory frame is shown. In this figure, columns represent
different selected isotopes while rows refer to a specific sys-
tem and energy as indicated in the leftmost (proton) panels.
The same applies also to the models (HIPSE and AMD with
cluster cases), which overall reproduce quite well the shape
of the energy distributions for all the LCPs. The AMD model
was also run without the cluster correlation turned on to high-
light the influence of this latter mechanism on the shape of the
energy and angular distributions.

In Fig. 8 the comparison between experimental data and
model predictions for the center-of-mass angular distribution
are instead shown for the same LCPs. The angles are plotted
in the c.m. frame to better highlight the different contributions
which would be otherwise compressed in the laboratory frame
due to the limited angular coverage of the apparatus. The
labels and systems are organized as in Fig. 7.

The first observation on Figs. 7 and 8 is the strong improve-
ment obtained for the phase-space populations of LCP when
including in AMD the cluster correlations. This result is clear
for both kinetic energies and angular distributions. In general,
the inclusion of clustering produces a broadening of the parti-
cle phase-space which otherwise is too narrow and confined to
the possible original main sources (a two-component structure
is present in the energy spectra in AMD without the cluster
option). As for the energy distributions, a strong effect appears
at the higher beam energy where the long tails can be repro-
duced for all LCPs only by including clustering. Somewhat
related to the broadening in energy, we also appreciate the
sizable improvement of the angular distributions (particularly
evident in the proton and α cases): the emissions at large
angles are not reproduced without explicitly incorporating the
clusterization process. In principle, one can argue that the
scarce reproduction of the fusion-like events by AMD (Fig. 4)
could somehow affect the previous observation. To check this
point we applied a cut on the heavy fragment velocity to select
events more likely corresponding to incomplete fusion events;
no sizable changes of the LCP spectra are found, especially
on the high energy tails, with respect to the complete dataset.
This can be observed in Fig. 9 where we present, only for one
system, the LCP energy spectra detected in coincidence with
HFs with a velocity cut Vz < 55 mm/ns (empty points) and the
full data (solid points, as in Fig. 7) without any condition. Our
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Spectra are normalized to the integral for a better shape comparison.

current understanding is again based on the close similarity
of the phase space for very dissipative transfer reactions and
fusion-like events. Perhaps the AMD model failure is more
related to the yield of fusion-like events than on the features
of the corresponding observables.

Therefore, while a direct impact on the phase space of
fragments (e.g., helium isotopes) is obviously expected when
including clustering in AMD, it might seem counterintuitive
to see large effects also on single nucleons as protons for
which, in particular, we observed a strong influence of clus-
tering on their velocity/energy and angular distributions. We
checked that the high energy tail in AMD-CC derives from
the primary/dynamical protons sources and is not an indirect
effect of the evaporation. This can be seen for example for
20Ne + 12C at 25 MeV/nucleon in Fig. 10, where we plot-
ted the primary and secondary components extracted from
AMD and HF� in the 4π configuration (no filtering) to take
advantage of the greater statistics. Evidently, the energetic

protons come from the “dynamical” phase of the simulation.
To better investigate this point, in Fig. 11 we also present for
the same reaction the primary (upper panel) and secondary
(bottom panel) proton spectra when using AMD with (dark
blue line) and without clustering (light blue line). It is clear
from this figure that the significant change of the proton
energy is related to the different dynamics when the cluster
formation is included and not to the further evaporative decay,
which is basically unaffected. To explain this effect, details
of energy and momentum conservation must be taken into
account as follows. Without the cluster option, too many
single protons are produced (see Fig. 5) that are emitted with
smaller average kinetic energies, as suggested and argued
by Refs. [2,17]. When clusterization is present, the energy
released by forming a cluster is generally shared between
the cluster itself and the other collision partner, such as a
proton. Due to the mass difference, the energy and momentum
conservation results in a large kinetic energy of the proton.
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FIG. 9. LCP (Z � 2) energy distribution for 32S + 12C at 25 MeV/nucleon. Solid points represent the experimental data of Fig. 7 while
empty points represents the same data after a big fragment velocity cut (i.e., Vz < 55 mm/ns).
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Energy and momentum conservation is achieved by adjusting
only the relative momentum between the two particles (e.g.,
a proton and an α cluster), so other nearby particles are not
modified. Thus, the kinetic energy of the light species with
clusterization can reach (indirectly) larger values than in the
elementary two-nucleon collisions without clusterization.

D. Energy and angular distributions of IMFs

The analysis performed for the light particles can be ex-
tended to the IMFs. In Figs. 12 and 13 we show the laboratory
energy per nucleon spectra and the c.m. angular distribu-
tions of selected Li, Be, and B isotopes. In the collisions at
25 MeV/nucleon it is rather evident that these IMFs are
produced from a projectile-like source: the distributions have
a main peak around the projectile velocity (indicated in all
panels with an arrow); a smaller peak is also present at lower
energies corresponding to fragments produced from target-
like and/or c.m. sources. Instead, at 50 MeV/nucleon, one
observes a significant broadening of the distributions for both
Ne and S induced reactions, signaling the contribution of
events with very different energy dissipation, from peripheral
(located next to the projectile velocity) to more central ones
featuring low momenta.

The comparison with the models again underlines the
fundamental role played by the cluster correlations in repro-
ducing the correct energy spectra. Basically, for all species
and reactions the inclusion of cluster in AMD strongly im-
proves the agreement with the experimental data, especially
at high energy where dynamical effects (i.e., related to the
interaction phase) are more important. In the version with-
out cluster correlations almost all fragments are produced
in the projectile region with little or no yield coming from
around the c.m.. The improvement is less important at the
lower energy of 25 MeV/nucleon for both projectiles. Fi-
nally we observe that also HIPSE performs well, although at
50 MeV/nucleon it predicts an energetic component for Li
and Be not present in the experimental data. Indeed, as
explained before, HIPSE explicitly includes NN collisions
which have been tuned on various experimental data at Fermi
energies.
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FIG. 11. Model calculations. Proton energy distribution for
20Ne + 12C at 25 MeV/nucleon in 4π . On top the primary component
(AMD only), with cluster and no cluster, is represented while at
bottom the secondary (HF�only) is shown. Spectra are normalized
to the integral.

Also the comparison of the angular distributions reported
in Fig. 13 reinforces the evidence for the need of cluster
correlations when modeling nuclear reaction dynamics. The
improvement of AMD-CC is moderate at 25 MeV/nucleon
where it can be better appreciated for the heaviest IMF; in-
stead, the effect is strong at 50 MeV/nucleon where the yields
at backward c.m. angles completely fail without the cluster
contribution, for all fragments.

A detailed inspection of the AMD outputs with and without
clustering shows that the improvement of the IMF production
has two origins. One is direct and it is the increased production
rate of the primary IMFs, with a better phase space distribu-
tion; the other is the enhanced population of these fragments
at lower excitation energies which thus favors the survival
probability of the excited IMFs by reducing their secondary
decay as observed also in [12,13].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Four asymmetric reactions, 32S + 12C and 20Ne + 12C at 25
and 50 MeV/nucleon, were measured with a well performing
array of telescopes allowing complete isotopic identification
of most of the produced species. Global characteristics of
the reactions that evolve with both system mass and beam
energy have been studied. We focused in particular on LCP
and IMF observables, in order to discuss the role of clus-
tering during the interaction phase by means of comparison
between model predictions and experimental results. To this
purpose we used two models, describing both the interaction
phase that produces the primary fragments and the statistical
evaporation that leads to the final distributions, to compare
with the experimental results. The models are AMD+HF� and
HIPSE+SIMON, both suitable for predicting the behavior of
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heavy-ion reactions at Fermi energies. In particular, to our
knowledge for the first time data for light systems different
from C+C were compared with the current AMD model, ac-
knowledged as one of the best performing and well physically
based reaction codes for the present energy domain. AMD was
run in two versions, with and without cluster formation, to
highlight the role of the clustering in the measured reactions.

As a general comment, the charge and velocity distributions
of all measured reaction products are rather well described
by both models and the evolution of these observables with
the system mass and beam energy is nicely reproduced. A
closer inspection reveals some discrepancies: AMD tends to
underpredict fusion-like events while HIPSE produces tails
of too heavy fragments seen in the charge distributions. No
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FIG. 13. IMF (2 < Z � 5) angular distribution in the c.m. frame for 20Ne + 12C and 32S + 12C. Black points represent the experimental
data. Model predictions, at the end of the evaporation phase, are reported for HIPSE (blue line), AMD+HF� with clusterization (red lines),
and AMD+HF� without clusterization (green lines). Spectra are normalized to the integral for a better shape comparison.
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attempt was made to tune the model parameters to obtain a
better agreement.

More importantly, multiplicities, kinetic energy spectra,
and angular distributions for ejecta ranging from protons up to
B isotopes were presented and compared with model predic-
tions to evidence the role of clustering. Such a role is clearly
evidenced, larger for the heavier system and for the higher
bombarding energy as expected considering the increased role
of the interaction dynamics. At 50 MeV/nucleon the inclusion
of the cluster option in AMD produces a variation of up
to around a factor 100 in the yield of Be and B isotopes.
Accordingly, the use of the cluster option depletes the reser-
voir of free nucleons and tends on average to produce less
excited sources: part of the initial energy is carried out as the
kinetic energy of emitted nucleons and clusters. On average,
one observes more energetic protons and/or light clusters in
the presence of clustering than without, due to energy and
momentum conservation in the NN and N-cluster collisions.
As observed also for the C+C reaction [12,13], the inclusion
of the clustering improves the model because more IMFs with
smaller excitation energy are produced in the primary phase.

Our collaboration plans to continue the investigation
on cluster effects in medium-light nuclear reactions at

intermediate energies with experiments with a larger accep-
tance in order to better select the various reaction channels and
perform more exclusive analyses. This will be pursued using
the large acceptance apparatus now at GANIL, where the
FAZIA telescopes cover the forward angles complementing
the INDRA multidectector.
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